Patients with Alzheimer's disease who cannot perform some motor skills show normal learning of other motor skills.
Previous researchers have claimed that patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) learn new motor skills normally, although many AD patients cannot perform the tasks and must be eliminated from the analysis. Excluding them assumes that they have a deficit of motor performance (competence to perform the task), but not of motor learning (ability to improve performance). The present study administered 4 motor tasks to 20 AD patients and 20 controls. The results showed that the ability to complete 1 task (performance) did not predict the rate of improvement (learning) on another task, which indicates that AD patients do indeed have a performance deficit and not a general deficit of motor skill learning. Dementia ratings predicted the ability to perform tasks but not the ability to learn them. It is concluded that it is defensible to claim that AD patients learn a motor skill normally, even if some of the patients are unable to perform the task.